Base Hinged Medium Duty
168mm base
400w Floodlight

1 Set of Control Gear

For 400w ﬂoodlighting installations,
where the control gear is integral
within the ﬂoodlight, the standard
column can be supplied with
a separate fuse cut-out ﬁtted
with a 10A fuse (code ELSAB1/10A
for single ﬂoodlight, ELSAB12/10A
for twin ﬂoodlights).

Where the column is carrying one (A) or two (B)
1kW ﬂoodlights (see column pages for head and
wind load capacities), the control gear is mounted
in a purpose designed steel galvanised box ﬁtted to
the column base. The door is ﬁtted with a lock.
The connection box with single or twin MCBs is
mounted in the column base, accessed by lowering
the column.

Base Hinged Heavy Duty
219mm base
1 Set of Control Gear

2 Sets of Control Gear

Where the column is carrying one
1kW (A) or 2kW (C) ﬂoodlight (see
column pages for full wind loading
capacities), the control gear is
mounted in the base of the column,
accessed by lowering the column.
The connection box with a single
MCB is mounted in the lower column
door. Max. 16mm² incoming cable,
loop in/out.

Where the column is carrying 2 sets of 1kW (B) or
2kW (D) ﬂoodlights (see column pages for full wind
loading capacities), the control gear is mounted in
a purpose designed steel galvanised box ﬁtted to
the column base. The door is ﬁtted with a lock.
The connection box with twin MCBs is mounted in
the column base, accessed by lowering the
column. 2.5mm² ﬂex is ﬁtted between the control
gear and the top of column, looped securely ready
for installation.

Floodlight Schematic Wiring Diagram (1kW)
A

B
2No 1kW ballasts

Flex to gear tray

Flex to gear tray

Cut out for 1No 1kW
ﬂoodlight. Contains a
32A isolator and 16A
single pole MCB

Cut out for 2No 1kW
ﬂoodlights. Contains a
32A isolator and 2No
16A single pole MCBs

2No capacitors
per ballast

1kW gear tray secured
into box or mast base
depending on size of
base compartment

Terminals to accept
incoming ﬂexes from
cut out and also ﬂexes
to the luminaire

Floodlight Schematic Wiring Diagram (2kW)
C

D
2No 2kW ballasts

Flex to gear tray

Flex to gear tray

Cut out for 1No 2kW
ﬂoodlight. Contains a
32A isolator and 16A
double pole MCB

Cut out for 2No 2kW
ﬂoodlights. Contains a
32A isolator and 2No
16A double pole MCBs

2kW gear tray secured
into box or mast base
depending on size of
base compartment

2No capacitors
per ballast
Terminals to accept
incoming ﬂexes from
cut out and also ﬂexes
to the luminaire

Professional lighting systems to suit any project. Call 01623 518 333
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